This report describes ground moving target indicator (GMTI) processing to be done for the PCA (polymorphism computing architecture) integrated radar-tracker application. GMTI processing of the raw radar data is done to extract targets; target reports are passed on to the tracker part of the integrated radartracker application.
INTRODUCTION
This report describes ground moving target indicator (GMTI) processing to be done for the PCA (polymorphism computing architecture) integrated radar-tracker application. GMTI processing of the raw radar data is done to extract targets; target reports are passed on to the tracker part of the integrated radartracker application.
The GMTI processing described in this report is used to minimize the effects of interference patterns and ground clutter and to recognize and extract targets on the ground. The radar is presumed to be using a narrowband signal. 1 For each data set, adaptive processing is used to null interference patterns and ground clutter noise. These operations incur a high computational cost. Adaptive processing requires the calculation of an adaptive filter (involving a QR decomposition and forward/backsliding) at run time for each data cube, while target parameter estimation incurs a high computation cost as more targets are detected in each data cube.
These radar signal processing technologies facilitate the extraction of targets from radar signal that include interference patterns and ground clutter noise-conditions in which radars usually cannot detect any targets. Depending on the choices of antenna and radar parameters, most targets should be detected consistently. However, some targets may not be detected in every detection interval because of the tradeoffs that exist in choosing these parameters and the nonlinear effects of adaptive processing.
This report describes the key features and elements for a preliminary design review of the GMTI narrowband radar processing component of the integrated moving target indicator/tracker application. This report includes:
• a high-level description of the GMTI narrowband radar processing chain
• specifications of the input and output for each of the GMTI radar processing chain elements * detailed descriptions of each of the GMTI radar processing chain elements
THE GMTI RADAR PROCESSING CHAIN
Before delving into the details of each of the elements of the processing chain, a description of the entire GMTI narrowband processing chain is in order. The processing chain is illustrated in Figure 1 . In this figure, the small numbers in the upper right corner of the boxes refer to the section in which that stage is discussed in greater detail. The shaded box with bold labels is described in [1 ] .
1 A wideband signal is a signal in which the bandwidth is a significant fraction of the center frequency, while a narrowband signal is one in which the bandwidth is an insignificant fraction of the center frequency. The determination of what constitutes a significant fraction of the center frequency is application specific. Before the radar data is processed by the GMTI stages, a radar signal consisting of a series of pulses comprising a coherent processing interval (CPI) has been transmitted. The pulse repetition interval (PRI) determines the time interval between transmitted pulses, and the number of pulses per CPI is given as Npr. The signal reflects off of targets, the ground, and other entities and is received by the radar antenna. The antenna is of Nfdn subarrays, each consisting of Ng horizontal by Np vertical receiver elements. An awiay of No/fsensor inputs, which are also called channels, is then derived from these receiver element inputs using weighted summations of radiation energy measurements. These channel sensor inputs are digitized by A/D converters at a rate of Vr samples per PRI. The digitization rate alludes to the relationships between the range dimension and the PRI dimension: the range dimension is referred to as the fast time dimension, while the PRI dimension is the slow time dimension. This NhxNr x N• digitized data cube of samples is the input to the GMTI processing chain.
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The GMTI narrowband processing chain consists of seven stages: time delay and equalization; adaptive beamforming; pulse compression; Doppler filtering; space-time adaptive processing (STAP); detection; and estimation. This processing chain then reports the resulting targets to the tracker.
" The pulse compression stage filters the data to concentrate the signal energy of a relatively long transmitted radar pulse into a relatively short pulse response.
" The Doppler filter stage processes the data so that the radial velocity of targets relative to the platform can be determined.
The STAP stage is a second beamforming stage which removes further interference and ground clutter interference.
" The detection stage uses constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) detection to compare a radar signal response to its surrounding signal responses to determine whether a target is present and uses target grouping to eliminate multiple target reports that are actually just one target. "* The estimation stage estimates target positions in order to pass them to the tracking algorithms. "* Finally, the target report is passed to the tracking algorithms which are described in [1] .
GMTI CONTROL INPUT DATA
The GMTI processing function requires a control input which is coded as a Matlab structure. The names of the elements, the variables they correspond to in this report, and the descriptions of each element are given in Table 1 . This structure must be passed to the GMTI function when it is called. The control input parameters presented in the table above are also shown in tables at the end of the stage section in which they are used.
Beyond the control input parameters, there are a number of data product inputs, as shown in Table 2 . 
GMTI INPUT DATA
The input data to the GMTI radar processing chain is a series of three-dimensional radar data cubes whose dimensions are channel, range, and pulses (see Figure 2 ). The collection of the samples of the radar data cubes is explained in Section 1.1. Individual elements of the radar data cube C are referred to as C(i, j, k), where i is the channel index, j is the range index, and k is the pulse index.
The series of radar data cubes will be indexed using a cell array in Matlab: Depending on the size of the data cubes, they can be generated separately and stored or they can be generated as they are needed. 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
In this section, each of the processing stages are described in greater detail. For convenience, Figure  3 shows the GMTI narrowband processing chain with the sizes of the passed parameters. 
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, where is the channel index and k is the PRI index. In its simplest form, a single tap adjustment can be folded into the digital beamforming weights; however, more complex equalization requires using programmable FIR filters. The FIR filter has filter coefficients, htde[l] , 0 < 1•< Ntde -1 . The output of the filter, the vector y, is the convolution of the filter htde with the input x:
1=0
Depending on the number of filter coefficients, Ntde, this filter can be implemented using fast convolution with FFTs [4] or by explicitly convolving the input signal and the filter coefficients as depicted in the equation above.
The time delay and equalization stage parameter is listed in Table 3 . The adaptive beamforming stage transforms the filtered data into the beam-space domain to allow detection of target signals coming from a particular set of directions of interest while filtering out jamming (spatially-localized) interference. The filtering is executed for each radar data cube within each CPI.
First, a steering matrix, V1, and antenna subarray response matrix, TI, must be determined for the relative direction from which the radar signal is being received. For this simulation, the steering matrix only involves the azimuth angle and ignores the elevation angle by assuming that it is set to zero. The vector of the steering azimuth angles is determined with a linear distribution over the beam range of the radar with endpoints at the -3 dB signal attenuation points of a radar beam. Assuming that the -3 dB signal attenuation points of a radar beam are at ±1° = ±nt/180 rad and the look angle of the radar is 0, then the vector of the steering azimuth angle is D = -E-...O -I such that the points in between are evenly spaced angles. D has a total ofNbm poinAts. -
1"01,
TI is the antenna subarray response matrix and is of dimension (Nx -Nfam) x NCh, where Nx is the number of receiver elements (or receiver modules) in a subarray in horizontal direction, and Nfpm are the number of horizontal-direction subarrays. To acquire the TI matrix, one must process the antenna composition matrix, T, so that it represents the received energy of the look direction. The contents of the T matrix depend on the characteristics of the antenna; each channel is made up of a weighted summation of the received energy at each element. Hence, the elements in each column of the matrix convey the weighting of the contribution element in the subarrays to that channel signal.
The T matrix must be processed to reflect both the look direction and the vector of steering azimuth angles. First, each element of T is processed for the look direction such that TIm, n= Tm 
H -1 H VI' can now be computed as V1' = (TIH. TI) • T(1 • U).
Since taking the inverse of (TI1H TI) can be numerically unstable, the method described in Appendix A should be employed. To perform adaptive beamforming, a clutter-free data matrix Xabf is extracted from C. Typically, the first several range gates of a CPI are considered clutter-free so only the interference signals are sensed by the radar receiver. A total of Nabf7s column vectors are needed, and the choice of which range samples to use is given by the Nabfys-length index vector Tbm = {P1, ..., PNabflTS} Note that a diagonal loading factor ocabj is used to augment the diagonal of Aabf so that it has a lower probabiity of being singular.
To compute the columns of the beamforming, interference-nulling matrix, Wbm (of size Neh X Nch one must solve:^-
where wm is the mth column of Wbm, R is the estimated covariance matrix, and vm is the mth column of the steering matrix, V1, computed above. The denominator of Equation (3) is a scalar normalization factor. The above equation is referred to as a Wiener-Hopf equation for calculating adaptive filter weights.
While this explains the mathematics behind calculating the interference-nulling matrix, calculating the inverse of R is not used due to numerical stability issues. Instead LQ-decomposition and forward-and backward-substitution is used to calculate each of the wm vectors. As explained in Appendix A, an LQdecomposition is performed on Aabf, an Nch x (NabjTS + Nch) matrix: L' = lqhouse(Aabf) in Matlab; L" is a lower triangular Nch x matrix. Now using tm as a temporary vector of size Nch x 1, we can solve L'tm = vm for tm using forward-substitution and (L') w H = tm for w'm using back-substitution. Finally, compute wm = W'm/((tm) Htm) to take into account the denominator scalar normalization factor.
Refer to Appendix A for a deeper explanation of this method of solving this Wiener-Hopf equation.
Finally, Wbm is used to beamform the radar data cube. Using Matlab notation in defining the matrix Xk = C(:, :, k) with size NCh x Nrg, the matrix Yk as the output of the beamforming,
Thus, the matrix Yk is of size Nbm x Nrg, and C' (:, :, k) -Yk- Figure 4 shows a conceputal data cube and its partitioning for this operation. The data parameters of the adaptive beamforming stage are listed in Table 4 . The pulse compression stage filters the data to concentrate the signal energy of a relatively long transmitted radar pulse into a relatively short pulse response. This compression is accomplished by applying a FIR filter operation to the range data for each pulse and channel within each radar data cube. Unlike the time delay and equalization stage, the number of taps in the pulse compression FIR filter is usually much larger than four or so taps. Therefore, it is usually more efficient to implement this convolution with the fast convolution technique using FFTs, possibly even considering an overlap-andsave method [4] .
The pulse compression stage data parameter is listed in Table 5 . The Doppler filter stage processes the data so that the radial velocity of targets relative to the platform can be determined. Doppler filtering accomplishes this using a straightforward FFT applied to the pulse data for each range gate and beam. A further step made in the Doppler filtering which aids the STAP stage in filtering out ground clutter involves taking staggered pulse sample sets; Nstag is the number of pulse staggers. Using g (1 < g < Ntag) as the index of the stagger number, the staggers generated in Matlab notation are Yij,g = C(i, j, g:(Npri-Nstag + g)); Yij,g is a vector of length Npri. For example, with Nstag = 3 the first input stagger vector would include the first pulse sample up to the N -2 nd pulse istaggpri sample, the second input stagger vector would include the second pulse sample up to the Npri st pulse sample, and the third input stagger vector would include the third pulse sample up to the Nr tA (last) pulse sample. This is illustrated in Figure 6 . With Nstag = 1, there is only one stagger which is the entire set of pulse samples for a given beam and range gate.
To smooth out the ringing effect of the FFT, a taper is applied to each Yi,jg vector. Let t be an Nprilength Chebychev window filter column vector with a desired sidelobe attenuation, for instance, 60 dB.
The tapered Yij,g vector is an element-wise product: Y'i'j, g = (Yi,j, g) .*t. The output of the Doppler filter is
Zi , g = FFT(y'i,j, g) (6) for each beam, range gate, and stagger. Each z j, g is a vector of size Ndop. These vectors can be stored in a variety of ways; in the Matlab implementation, the Doppler filtered staggers are indexed using the channel/beam dimension. That is, the index of the first dimension of C(i, j, k) accesses all of the beams of the first stagger (g = 1, i = 1, ..., Nbm) followed by all of the beams of the second stagger (g = 2, i = Nbm + 1, ..., 2 Nbm) and so on.
The parameters of the Doppler processing stage are listed in Table 6 . Output: Data cubes of size Nnb X (Nrg + Npc-1) X Ndop.
The STAP stage is a second beamforming stage which removes further radar spatially-localized interference and ground clutter (space-and time-distributed) interference. Using the zi j, g outputs from the Doppler filtering stage, define
In other words, Xjkg is constituted with the Nbm complex elements for a given stagger, range gate, and Doppler gate. The size of xj, k, g is Nbm x 1, and it is one stagger of samples. Next, the staggers are stacked upon each other to get a space-time snapshot:
, k, Nstag +I for the test cells, which makes xj, k an NbmNstag x 1 vector. We will use these vectors of size NbmNstag X 1 as our input data to the STAP filter, but we shall first build STAP steering vectors, and then compute the adaptive filter matrix.
As in the adaptive beamforming stage, a steering matrix, V2, and antenna subarray response matrix, 12, must be determined for the relative direction from which the radar signal has been received. 12 is calculated from the matrix multiplication of TI and Wbm: T2 = TI -Wbm* T2 is of dimensions 
V2' can now be computed as
H Since taking the inverse of (T2H. T2) can be numerically unstable, the method described in Appendix A should be employed. 
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To this point, all of the processing applies to the subband data cube as a whole, but the rest of the processing must be completed for each Doppler bin, 8. Within each Doppler bin to accommodate the STAP calculation for each stagger, V2' is replicated with an added phasor term which is dependent on the Doppler bin, 8. Letting the phasor equal:
where g = 1, ..., Nstag, V2" is calculated as:
V2" is a (Nbm Nstag) x Ncnlb matrix. Finally, V2 is formed by taking the first Ncnb columns of the resultant Q matrix of the QR decomposition of V2", thereby making the columns of V2 orthogonal to each other. V2 is a (Nbm -Nstag) x Ncnb matrix. The first Ncnb rows of the R matrix of the QR decomposition of V2' are also retained and renamed R2, which is a (Nbm Nstag) X M cnb matrix. is an NbmNstag x NbmNstag matrix. Note that a diagonal loading factor ctcsaj, is used to augment the diagonal of Astap( ) so that it has a lower probability of being singular.
To compute the columns of the beamforming, interference-nulling matrix, tA (of size NbmNstag x Ncnb), one must solve:
wher wsb isthebth olun ofw (8 -(8) where wsb is the bth column of w p is the estimated covariance matrix, and vb is the bth column (b=l, ... , Nenb) of the steering matrix, V2, computed above. The denominator of Equation (14) The STAP stage data parameters are listed in Table 7 . Output: Coordinates of detected targets in radar data cube.
Though there are many techniques for detecting targets in the processed radar data cube including various integrators and hard limiters, this application uses a version of constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection with three-dimensional grouping. The data parameters of the target detection stage are listed in Table 8 . 
Three-dimensional Grouping
During this step, detection in adjacent cells are grouped to avoid having multiple detections associated with the same target. The power of each target detected by the CFAR algorithm will be compared to the power of each cell in the 3 x 3 x 3 cube centered on that cell. Therefore, each cell under test will be compared to 26 other cells (27 -1, where 27 = 33 and 1 cell is the cell under test, the cell in the middle of the cube). If the detection's raw power is the local maximum, it is retained. Otherwise, the detection is discarded; it is considered grouped with the detection in the cell with the higher power.
TARGET PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Input: Coordinates of detected targets in radar data cube. C(i, f, k) which was calculated by the CFAR detection. The target time stamp will be reported as the input time stamp of the data cube from which this target was determined.
For the target azimuth, range, and radial velocity, sub-bin estimates can be determined by interpolating between the processed signal return points near the target. These interpolation estimators require a vector of data between which these interpolations will be calculated. A vector of interpolation points over the vector span are determined, and from these interpolation points, the sub-bin target location is where the maximum value is found in this interpolation vector. For this simulation software, the target azimuth angle estimate is conducted with a maximum likelihood estimator, while the target range and radial velocity (Doppler) estimates are conducted with a cubic spline interpolation estimator. The following two sections describe these two estimators. Finally, these sub-bin estimates are converted into their corresponding target data values.
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
To perform maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the azimuth angle, post-Doppler filtering, pre-STAP data must be used. Two hundred evenly-spaced azimuth angle samples are taken across the entire azimuth range, and the index of the angle at which the maximum value occurs is returned as the sub-bin estimate. All of these calculations must be made for each target report generated by the detection range.
The MLE function takes as input a vector of azimuth values, xjk, an NbmNstagx I vector as calculated in Equation (8), where the target in question has been detected in range binj and Doppler bin k. It also takes a vector of indices (azimuth bin numbers [1 :NbmNstag] ) which correspond to the vector of azimuth angles. (They must be of the same length.) Similar to the STAP stage, a steering matrix, V2, and antenna subarray response matrix, 72, must be determined for the relative direction from which the radar signal is being received. 72 is calculated from the matrix multiplication of TI and Wbm: T2 = TI . Wbm. T2 is of dimensions (N, -Nfam) x Nbm, where N, is the number of receiver elements in a subarray in horizontal direction, and Nam are the number of horizontal-direction subarrays.
Also similar to the STAP stage, the vector of steering azimuth angles is determined with a linear distribution over the beam range of the radar with endpoints at the -3 dB signal attenuation points of a radar beam. Assuming that the -3 dB signal attenuation points of a radar beam are at ±1' = ±-r/l 80 rad, and 
H Since taking the inverse of (T2 . T2) can be numerically unstable, the method described in The maximum value location across the 200 elements of 0 must then be found and the corresponding sub-bin index value is returned. 
